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To all on the World Peace Alliance mailing
This is the web site:
http://www.world-peace-alliance.com
There is a new innovative technology to EFFECTIVELY thwart all the the “elite” are
trying to do against the people of the planet. Let's use this to bring peace and plenty to the
people of the earth.
As you know - from the information you have been exposed to from us - it is the movie
people make in their minds that brings the reality to our planet. If people constantly give
attention - with emotional resistance and fear - to the perils, the nuclear radiation, the
police state, etc. then they are helping to create the worst on our planet. As we have said
before, we are not to deny those realities, but our attention is to be towards peace and
plenty. Political activism is useful, as well as educating people about the dangers, but
those are not the final solutions.
There is a movie going on in your mind, and images are constantly being placed before
your inner eyes. Those images actually create what is happening in your individual life,
and collectively people with destructive images bring the wars, the poverty, and increased
crime.
So, here is the innovative method to make the movie in your mind wholesome. Your inner
vision will be of clear skies, rather than with chemtrails. You'll see a predominantly
healthy public, rather than disease ridden. You will see peace in areas where there had
been wars. You will contribute your inner movie to the collective consciousness, along
with many others, and this will transform our planet. For a complete explanation click at
this link for a short video from Bob Proctor, one of the stars of THE SECRET.
The making and watching of these videos is useful to improve your personal life, but now
you can include the improvement of the entire planet. There are many “Mind Movie”
videos on YOU TUBE, and now you can add to the selection. This time for the purpose of
helping the entire planet. Imagine, all those people in the world watching your video again
and again, improving their inner vision, and the entire planet coming to a place of peace
and plenty. Talk about good karma, are you sure going to get it!

